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ABSTRACT

While there are many efforts to simulate technical systems in virtual environments and provide a visual interaction for applications such as training, authoring and analysis, the process of generating applications still requires a lot of manual work. This is particularly critical in the context of interactive Digital Twins for resilience, where uncertain events can occur and every malfunction or mistreatment of any part of the system needs to be modeled. This paper presents an approach to model such systems in a modular way by automating the generation of its components for a game engine and simulators based on a common specification. Component instances are then synchronized bidirectionally across applications to achieve interaction between the game engine and simulators. An example hydraulic system is implemented and tested to demonstrate our approach, which needs minimal manual work by using predefined components. The solution can be extended by integrating more components and simulations.

1 INTRODUCTION

The protection of critical infrastructures is an essential process to preserve a functioning society (Germany Federal Ministry of the Interior. 2009). An aspect that is of special importance for the protection of infrastructures are the concepts of resilience and resilience management. Resilience management aims to generally strengthen the system properties to better deal with the impact of unspecific and possibly unforeseen disruptions (Wied et al. 2020).

One measure to prepare for failures of infrastructure is the training and sensitization of people involved (Chowdhury and Gkioulous 2021). A particular technology that has established itself for training is Virtual Reality (VR). This is mainly due to the high degree of immersion (ability to perceive and interact with a virtual environment in a natural manner) (Checa and Bustillo 2020; Psotka 1995), especially when dealing with environments in which spatial understanding is needed (North and North 2016). There already exist some applications that take advantage of these beneficial factors to create training applications for the protection of (critical) infrastructures (Grabowski and Wodzyński 2020).

Building and implementing these training applications in VR involves a lot of manual work. Therefore, training processes pursued in the application are often modeled in an idealized manner and rigidly scripted (Hsu et al. 2013) without all possible error scenarios and all sources of technical or human failure being included. Failure scenarios of the system need to be known in order to implement them as deviations (Schlüter 2021).

These restrictive factors can be neglected if the training is supposed to teach a fixed, predefined and known process, in which a false operation of the remodeled system is not possible in reality or does not result in any negative consequences. This may even extend to Gray Swan scenarios (scenarios that may
To overcome these limitations, a VR training environment capable of handling what-if scenarios (Hodicky et al. 2020) must be designed. To achieve this goal, the following framework conditions must be ensured for the virtual environment presented in this paper:

- Every part of a system may be prone to malfunctions;
- Every human-interactive part may be (mis-)handled;
- The system must react to every malfunction or maltreatment and display consequences to the user;
- The future state of the system can be forecasted to know if user interaction leads to negative behavior of the system.

The realization of such an environment poses different challenges. Since exploiting favorable factors of VR training is desirable, a VR-capable game engine should provide an interactive virtual environment (Bijl and Boer 2011). Game engines are also capable of mimicking real life behaviors to some degree (e.g., realistic rendering, gravity- and collision-based physics). However, they do have their limitations when dealing with realistic simulations of systems, especially when dealing with forecasting or systems of high complexity.

In order to cope with this challenge, simulators are particularly suitable. Technical systems often consist of complex, dynamic relationships. The behavior of these systems can be simulated with data-driven or first-principles models, for which suitable programs or simulators are used. Data-driven simulation models use recorded data of existing systems to approximate their behaviour from the relation of the systems inputs and outputs, for example with the usage of deep neural networks (Legaard et al. 2023). However, they often lack the ability to extrapolate on new, unseen behaviour which may not be included in the recorded data. First-principle models rely on classic chemical or physical descriptions. In simulation, the descriptions are expressed as sets of (differential) equations which are solved with numerical methods.

This paper presents a novel approach to generate and couple a VR environment with simulators. Based on related research on that matter (see Section 2), it describes a method to provide digital application-independent versions of individual components that make up real systems (see Section 3.1). In addition, a new method is proposed to automatically generate the digital version of a real system in a VR environment as well as in simulators using a single system specification (see Section 3.2). This eases the bidirectional communication of system changes between the VR environment and simulators caused by user interaction and changed simulation values, respectively (see Section 3.3). An example hydraulic system is then implemented (see Section 4) and evaluated (see Section 5) to test the solution. These results and some shortcomings are discussed in Section 6, before giving an concluding outlook on further improvements in Section 7.

2 RELATED WORK

The coupling of game engines and simulators to create an environment with enhanced functionality and visualization methods has been discussed in the literature.

Strassburger et al. provide a theoretical foundation on how to create a joint environment using discrete simulation systems and VR with the focus of synchronizing both parts (Strassburger et al. 2005). Given the dimensions of simulation systems provided, our approach can be categorized as a temporally parallel (simulation and visualization run next to each other) and distributed (with regard to hardware platforms) system with bidirectional interaction between an autonomous user interface and simulation. Lastly, buffered synchronization (application reads cached simulation values for certain time steps from a buffer, once it reaches the time to display the stored values) is deemed the most usable for VR applications.
There are several approaches of coupling Virtual (Reality) Environments to a single simulation. The approach closest to the goals described in this paper is carried out by Dorozhkin et al. (2012). The challenge of bidirectional interaction is solved by using buffers as described by Strassburger et al. and interrupting and restarting the simulation with updated values which may be useful for our approach as well. While bidirectional interactivity itself is achieved, the method of interaction with the virtual world is discouraged in our case, since the simulation is interrupted and restarted manually by using a menu and not by the interaction with individual components like desired. In addition, the approach by Dorozhkin et al. does not include how the visualization- and simulation environment is created to allow for synchronization between the two distributed instances.

In a work by Bijl and Boer (2011), they discuss the coupling of simulations based on the Discrete Event System Specification (DEVS) to a game engine. The simulation objects within DEVS are used as a common basis for the execution of the simulation as well as for the display of state changes in the game engine. Such a common data source is also required to achieve the goals of this paper. But since Bijl and Boer focus on the usefulness of advanced 3D visualization tools in the usage of simulation visualization, the method of mapping 3D visualization models and DEVS simulation objects is not further elaborated.

Another approach by Allard and Raffin (2006) focuses on the inter-simulation interactivity with integrated visualization using VRFlow. While this approach does establish a fully interactive environment consisting of simulators and a visualization frontend, it does not fulfill the requirements needed by this paper, since the goal is to model a real-life system consisting of multiple components that can be interacted with. In addition, even though the simulations are executed on a cluster of machines, the visualization framerate reached only 16fps which is not sufficient when dealing with head mounted display VR applications (targeted 90fps). This is mostly due to the computational demanding simulation methods used in the paper that should therefore not be considered in our approach. Instead, selecting expedient simulators that are just as complex as necessary for the technical system should be focused on when integrating them (see Section 4.2).

3 METHOD

In general terms, the solution proposed in this paper consists of five methodical steps to connect simulators and a VR game engine environment (see Figure 1 for a schematic representation). First, it is described how a system can be modeled. A modular agent-based approach is chosen, i.e., the system is modeled by the behavior of and interplay between its components (Klügl 2016). Modeling the interaction with and simulation of components in a modular manner and consolidating them into one catalog makes them reusable for different systems and therefore reduces the amount of manual modeling work. In addition, this approach results in a more scalable system (Ponder 2004). This step is explained in more detail in Section 3.1. Next, the system itself needs to be modeled using the components provided. In a third step, the virtual environment is exported into a specification, containing a minimal but complete description of the contained components with their features and connections to other components. This specification is then used in the fourth step to automate the generation of components based on a specification for different applications. This results in the modeled system to be available to both simulators and game engines. Step three and four are explained in Section 3.2. Using the specification allows the generation process to achieve compatibility of system instances built up in simulators and the VR frontend. These instances are then synchronized with each other across applications in a last step to achieve an interactive VR environment with simulators providing simulated data for components (see Section 3.3).

3.1 System Modeling

To achieve a flexible and scalable description of a given system, a modular description of its components is carried out. Components should be functional on their own (even though they may depend on other components to work properly). This is achieved by defining attributes and functions for each component
Figure 1: Proposed Method: High level concept of the generation steps to create coupled game engine- and simulation environments (arrows with labels denoting the order of steps). Components that are present in the component catalog are used to model the virtual environment and generate it as well as the simulation based on a system specification (dashed arrows).

that describe the components properties and behavior, respectively. Some base component attributes are needed to identify components and distinguish them from each other across applications in which they are used. These attributes include a Universally Unique Identifier (UUID) for identification and a type identifier in order to map further attributes and functions to the component. In addition, spatial information (position and rotation) are needed across all applications and are therefore persistent for each component.

In reality, components of different types may be described in a fixed manner using data sheets. On the one hand, data sheets provide for a good source of attributes and functions which are therefore integrated into the description of the component. On the other hand, it is beneficial to describe a component using a data sheet directly instead of filling all of its attribute values into the component (e.g., to keep component specifications size small, see Section 3.2). To achieve this behavior, a special type base attribute is integrated which refers to a digitized version of a data sheet. The digitized data sheet should be able to store information using serializeable and unique key-value pairs in order to persist it and allow for deserialization respectively.

In order to make components accessible for usage in different contexts, component wrappers are defined. Component wrappers take attributes given by the component and convert them so that they can be used by the target application (e.g., unit conversions, formatting). Wrappers may also redefine existing or define new functions that are needed in the context (e.g., functions to simulate the component within a simulator or displaying it in a game engine). This prevents components from defining redundant attributes and functions for the sake of usability by different applications.

Component attributes can be categorized into static and dynamic attributes. While static component attributes are not altered by any application (such as the components UUID or its type), dynamic attributes will be changed by simulation or interaction. Dynamic attribute changes are communicated via events to allow applications, wrappers and/or components themselves to deal with the performed attribute change.

When dealing with components of different types, there might be more advanced ones that expand the functionality of another component type (e.g., a pump that uses a motor to pump materials in a hydraulic system) and/or consist of several other components in a functional dependent manner (e.g., a sink that combines an open tank with a drain, a valve and a pipe to direct water). To keep the modeling complexity
low when defining new components that act similar to already existing ones, \textit{component inheritance} is sufficient. Advanced components reuse its base attributes and functions and may define new ones. When dealing with complex components, consisting of several others, references to sub components (using their UUIDs) can be stored as attributes.

Many components in a system are connected with each other and interact in a functional manner (such as a straight pipe and its purpose to transfer material from one component to another). Such connections are stored analogously to complex components by storing the connected component’s UUID as a reference.

3.2 Specification-Based Automated Generation

To automate the component instance generation across applications, a singular \textit{specification} is used that contains all needed information for all applications to generate their component instances without providing redundant information. The specification should be able to store information in a hierarchical manner using key-value pairs, with the collection of stored components at the top level and its attributes names and values nested below (similar to digitized data sheets, see Section 3.1). This ensures that stored attributes are unique and can therefore be mapped to component attributes. Only static attributes that are not present in data sheets are integrated in the specification to keep its size as low as possible. Such a specification can be generated in an automated manner (Martínez et al. 2018) (see Section 7 for other sources to generate specifications). In this work the specification is generated using a game engine since it allows for the definition and spatial placement of components.

To generate the components based on the specification, an abstract factory software pattern is deployed. Factories for a variety of contexts produce components based on the given specification (especially the stored type) and wrap them into component wrappers for the context they are implemented for. If components have a certain special type, the factory fills attributes based on the given data sheet the special type refers to. Figure 2 shows a schematic representation of this concept.

![Diagram](image)

Figure 2: High-level view on the component factory using an Abstract Factory pattern proposed in this paper. For our hydraulic demonstrator, WNTR (Klise et al. 2018) is used for hydraulic simulation and Unreal Engine is used for interactable VR visualization.

After generating a set of components (and optionally their wrappers) for a given system, some components need to have access to other ones they are connected to or are functionally dependent on (see complex components, Section 3.1). To achieve this, a \textit{component pool} is introduced which collects components and allows accessing them via their UUID. Since component UUIDs are stored within interconnected or complex components, direct access to the specified component is possible via the pool. Events are used to communicate the addition or removal of components.
3.3 Cross-Application Synchronization

Each given application using the modeled system employs a factory that generates component instances and wrappers to make them usable. Since each factory is given the same specification, the resulting component pools will all have the same component instances, with equal component instances persisting the same UUID. This UUID-mapping and the event triggering caused by attribute changes (see Section 3.1) form the core functionality of cross application communication, i.e., whenever a component instance identified via a certain UUID fires a changed-event, the attribute change will be synchronized across applications.

The overarching platform is chosen to be a client-server architecture with simulation- and frontend environments being client applications to ensure a single point of truth on the server side. Since the ability to communicate local component attribute changes or apply server-side alterations is a functionality that can be provided by a component wrapper (see Section 3.1), we again use a component factory. This time, the factory only listens to the addition and removal of component instances to/from the pool of the application (see events of component pool, Section 3.2) and generates/removes only the wrappers for communication with the server. The server that fits the given platform can be arbitrary, as long as it is able to store the data model of the components (component serializability is ensured by the system specification, see Section 3.2) and change the data model of components, when given the UUID of the component and its attribute key and value. In addition, it should be able to communicate attribute values of components back (either via subscription or polling).

4 IMPLEMENTATION

A hydraulic system is chosen to test our methods explained in the last section (see Figure 3). The system employs a 300 L IBC water reservoir that is connected to a multi-turn gate valve to direct water to a second smaller tank with a capacity of 5 L. This tank is connected to a pump that directs water to a nearby sink. The system has been chosen as a minimal example for various reasons. The multi-valve system allows for arbitrary interaction with the system, while also having most of the parts that exist in safety-related on-site hydraulic systems such as sprinkler systems. Since the pump within the system should not run dry, there is also the possibility of mishandling the system by opening the tap valve of the sink and closing the supply from the reservoir using the gate valve. It also demonstrates the usage of all component modeling aspects described in Section 3.1. There exist interconnected (e.g., pipes) and complex components (sink).

Figure 3: The technical system that is used to test the implementation. An IBC water tank is connected to a multi-turn gate valve, to which another much smaller tank, a pump and a sink are connected.
as well as component inheritance (pump that employs motor properties). Additionally, attribute values of tanks and the pump were taken from data sheets that are provided by the respective manufacturer.

The logic for component modeling, the component factory and cross application synchronization has been implemented in Python 3.9.7. To build up the component catalog, a simple folder structure is used. Each component type \((\text{Type})\) has its own folder \(\text{FiComponent}(\text{Type})\), in which all assets of the component are stored. One of these assets is a python script, describing attributes and functions for the type as a python class. The factory queries the folders for this script, when creating component instances. To ease the process of component (de-)serialization, each component class has a function to (de-)serialize its attributes into the JSON format. The water network tool \(\text{WNTR 0.4.4}\) by Klise et al. (2018) has been chosen to simulate the system, due to its application for resilient infrastructures. WNTR is a hydraulic simulator originally used to simulate water distribution systems. Systems can be modeled with EPANET 2.2 or Python directly. WNTR itself uses the types \(\text{tank}, \text{reservoir}, \text{pipe}, \text{pump}\) and \(\text{valve}\). Therefore, WNTR attributes for these objects are integrated in the component definition, in addition to attributes specified in the found data sheets. The resulting attribute set per component is shown in Table 1. The resulting platform can be seen in Figure 4.

Table 1: Attributes for components used in the demonstration system. Base component attributes are excluded.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Attribute</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Unit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Motor</td>
<td>real_power</td>
<td>Float</td>
<td>W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>reactive_power</td>
<td>Float</td>
<td>VA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>power_consumption</td>
<td>Float</td>
<td>Wh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>material_inlets</td>
<td>List[Transform]</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>material_outlets</td>
<td>List[Transform]</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pump (derived from Motor)</td>
<td>pump_type</td>
<td>String</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>pump_curve</td>
<td>Curve Coeffs.</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>pump_speed_rel</td>
<td>Float</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>current_flow_rate</td>
<td>Float</td>
<td>(m^3s^{-1})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>current_pressure_in</td>
<td>Float</td>
<td>Pa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>current_pressure_out</td>
<td>Float</td>
<td>Pa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>current_velocity</td>
<td>Float</td>
<td>(m^3s^{-1})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reservoir</td>
<td>outlets</td>
<td>Transform</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>volume_curve</td>
<td>Curve Coeffs.</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>diameter</td>
<td>Float</td>
<td>m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>current_level</td>
<td>Float</td>
<td>m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>current_pressure_out</td>
<td>Float</td>
<td>Pa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>current_velocity</td>
<td>Float</td>
<td>(m^3s^{-1})</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Attribute</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Unit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>from_components</td>
<td>List[UUID]</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>to_components</td>
<td>List[UUID]</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>diameter</td>
<td>Float</td>
<td>m</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>route</td>
<td>List[Vector]</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>roughness</td>
<td>Float</td>
<td>mm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>current_flow_rate</td>
<td>Float</td>
<td>(m^3s^{-1})</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>current_velocity</td>
<td>Float</td>
<td>(m^3s^{-1})</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>current_headloss</td>
<td>Float</td>
<td>Pa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>material_inlets</td>
<td>List[Transform]</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>material_outlets</td>
<td>List[Transform]</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>valve_type</td>
<td>String</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>diameter</td>
<td>Float</td>
<td>m</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>opening_norm_value</td>
<td>Float</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>current_flow_rate</td>
<td>Float</td>
<td>(m^3s^{-1})</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>current_pressure_in</td>
<td>Float</td>
<td>Pa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>current_pressure_out</td>
<td>Float</td>
<td>Pa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>current_velocity</td>
<td>Float</td>
<td>(m^3s^{-1})</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.1 Game Engine Integration

As a frontend application, the game engine \(\text{Unreal Engine 5.0.3}\) is chosen. To make the component catalog accessible for the engine while still being able to handle each component type in a modular manner, each of the component folders \(\text{FiComponent}(\text{Type})\) is an Unreal plugin and the Python Editor Scripting plugin is used. The visual appearance of a component and its attributes are controlled using Unreal’s Blueprint system, in which one base Actor Blueprint exists per component type, exposing its attributes and functions to the game engine. In addition, there exist child blueprints of the base Actor Blueprint for each component’s special type. This allows for modular swapping of visuals within the engine, while still using the same attributes and functions. For each Actor, the mechanics to display component attributes and change them via interaction is modeled manually.

As explained in Section 3.1, Unreal component wrappers are used for various compatibility reasons. First, the wrappers are used to spawn Blueprint instances of the component of the specified (special) type, when they are generated by the factory. Second, attributes are integrated into the Actor instance. In most cases, this is done by simply applying attribute values of the component to Blueprint attributes of the Actor.
Figure 4: Implementation of the coupling between a game engine (here: Unreal Engine) and a simulation environment. Component instances are generated based on a common specification by application specific factory implementations and synchronized using the FIWARE Orion Broker.

instance. Nevertheless, there are also cases where the appearance of the Actor is changed when integrating component attributes (e.g., when applying a pipe’s route to the Unreal Actor). The wrappers are also used in the opposite direction to generate a specification based on a modeled system in the game engine. This means each Actor that is a component includes a function to serialize all its attributes into the JSON format. By mapping the component’s UUID to this JSON and join these mappings for all components, a specification that fulfills the conditions specified in Section 3.1 is achieved.

4.2 Simulator Integration

As described above, WNTR is used to model and simulate the hydraulic system. WNTR has been chosen due to its simplicity, expedience and compatibility with Python. Thus, it can be directly used with the rest of the application. The step size to update the attributes is chosen to be 1 s, thus the simulation step size is also set to 1 s. However, WNTR by itself is not capable of real-time simulation.

Analogous to the game engine integration, WNTR wrappers are used to create and interact with the WNTR components and to update the component attributes with the values calculated by WNTR. Contrary to the game engine, where modeling complex components as the combination of various other components is needed, WNTR does not need this information and instead inspects only non-complex components.

The bidirectional coupling is realized with multi-threading. One thread continuously runs the WNTR simulation and inserts the new state of the system into a buffer. Thus, it calculates new states for the system as fast as possible for any length of time. A second thread transfers the system states from the buffer to the data model once per second in wall-clock time. A third thread is used to react to external input in an event-based manner. If there are external changes, this thread removes all system states that
are dated newer than the current time from the buffer and restarts the simulating thread with the current system state.

### 4.3 Cross-Application Synchronization

To synchronize components and its attributes across simulators and the game engine, the *FIWARE Orion Context Broker* is used. This Broker is chosen because it fits the requirements stated in Section 3.3. It has already been used in applications similar to the targeted use case, like macroscopic water management (Kamienski et al. 2019) as well as data management in industry (Alonso et al. 2018). To implement a client, a component wrapper as explained in Section 3.3 is needed. In this case, the wrapper adds the functionality to (de-)serialize components from/to the NGSI-LD data model to communicate with the broker.

To upstream local changes according to change events of components, REST CRUD (Create, Read, Update, Delete) operations are used which change the state of the data model behind the FIWARE Orion Context Broker. Batch CRUD Operations are used to communicate altered component attributes that were modified in one operation (e.g., in one simulation step). To downstream remote changes of the data model, the subscription service provided by the broker is used which itself sends REST calls with updated components and attributes. To receive these messages, a web server is needed which may not be employable by every application natively in the same process (e.g., the Unreal Engine). To still be able to receive remote component updates, an interface web server using the python web framework *Flask* is implemented which is defined as the subscription target. If the interface is able to directly access components (this is the case if both the application and the interface can be run in the same process), the interface will directly update component attributes. If not, it will instead record the changes and return them, if the application asks about changes via polling.

### 5 RESULTS

The implementation of the last section has been tested on a *Razer Blade 15 Studio Edition* laptop (Quadro RTX 5000 Max Q, Intel Core i7 10875H, 64GB RAM). The example system described in Section 4 and all components included are modeled and exported into a system specification, which has the size of 20 kB. Both the Unreal Engine and the WNTR simulation environment are able to use this specification to automatically generate and synchronize components using the component catalog and FIWARE respectively.

When using the technical system explained in Section 4, it is possible to interact with the gate valve and the sink handle which triggers accurate responses from the WNTR simulation, running in the background. When opening the sink valve only, the small tank behind the gate valve empties and water needs to be supplied by opening the gate valve in order to keep a steady water flow.

In a first benchmark for the response time of the system, the gate valve is opened to allow for a water flow through all components up to the sink valve which is closed. In 50 iterations, the sink valve is then opened and the time is measured, until the changed valve value has reached WNTR and until the Unreal Engine itself receives new component attributes in response. The former happens in average 0.012 s, while the latter needed an average of 1.563 s. The process is repeated with an opened sink valve and opening the gate valve, which yielded the same response times.

To further elaborate on response time when scaling the system itself, a benchmarking component is introduced which consists of 50 attributes with a size of 16 B each. The second benchmark then similarly aims to measure the response time of the system when changing component states via interaction. It consists of several runs with different counts of components and changed attributes. In each run, attributes of the benchmark components are changed in the Unreal Engine. The time is then measured until all changes have reached the simulation environment. The synchronization times are between 0.01 s and 0.03 s when communicating attributes of a component. The times scale up to values between 0.26 s and 2.32 s when changing up to 100 components. When applying the attributes to the virtual environment in the Unreal Engine, the frame rate remained consistently above the target limit of 90 fps.
One challenge that occurred while testing the synchronization between the Unreal Frontend and WNTR is the unpredictability of user interaction. The user is able to manipulate the system at any given time and the interaction may happen over a longer period of time. Since attribute change detection is executed once a frame (once every 0.01 s) in the Unreal Engine, changed attributes are communicated in this frequency as well. This causes the WNTR simulator to react to these changes and rebuild the simulation environment, even though the interaction has not been finished yet, resulting in unnecessary work of the application.

6 DISCUSSION

The results presented in the last section show that the implementation is able to provide for a realistic environment, both regarding visual and technical aspects. The component-based approach resulted in less modeling work, since the tank, pipe and valve attributes and functions needed to be implemented only once. Using data sheets for specifying components resulted in a slim specification, while still being able to reconstruct all needed attributes. Component descriptions, data sheets and the system specification format are very modular and adaptable. This can be an benefit if the solution is to be adapted to support additional components, simulations and front-ends. Nevertheless, the modeling of singular component visuals and their interaction in the Unreal Engine is still a manual and time-intensive process which could be improved.

Compared to similar approaches to real-time coupling, the connection of the VR environment and simulator is achieved in a performant manner that allows both the desired frame rate for VR HMDs and acceptable simulator response times. To interpret the results of the interaction response time benchmark of the last section, one needs to differentiate the two cases of bidirectional attribute change communication. When dealing with component-based user interaction in the game engine, only one component is modified at a time and, in most cases, only one attribute is affected by the interaction (e.g., the opening percentage attribute of a valve). Therefore, synchronization times are relatively low. To synchronize changes that have been made in the simulator though, much more attributes of more components may need to be changed and communicated (e.g., flow rates of all pipes connected to a valve that has been opened). Given the simulation step interval of 1 s, communication times of more than 1 s might pose challenges for the system, since values are already outdated as soon as they arrive at the game engine.

Another challenge that might arise when dealing with more complex technical systems is the simulator itself. In order to be used for a real-time application such as the presented setup, there needs to be a guarantee that the simulated time, in which the simulator produces values for the application, is greater than or equal to real-time. The modified WNTR simulation framework implemented in this paper can be considered best effort real-time and might not meet this condition, when using more components within a hydraulic system or when reducing the step size, in which simulation values are produced.

In addition, the reaction of the simulation framework to external component attribute changes proved to be a challenge. Loading the simulation from the moment of external change in real-time and restarting with changed input values results in unnecessary work of the application. Here, a real-time simulator that does not need to be restarted with changed values should be preferred. Optimal for the described system would be event-based real-time simulations that could react directly to change events of the components (see Section 3.1). Such simulators exist for other fields of application (Gosavi et al. 2019), but to the best of our knowledge no event-based hydraulic simulator similar to the quality of WNTR exists.

This additional application workload through restarting the simulation engine is particularly disadvantageous when it is caused by restarting multiple times because of continuous interaction at the frontend. One approach to overcome this issue would be including the start- and endpoint of a user interaction based on existing taxonomies (Bowman and Hodges 1999) with a component and communicating changed values after the interaction has been finished.
7 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

This paper provides an approach to create a multi-application environment that is able to simulate a technical system in a realistic and accurate manner and allows the display and interaction via a VR application based on a game engine. Both simulators and frontend are able to automatically build up the system using a common specification that consists of a modular description of its components. Attached simulators are able to react to component changes in real-time using bidirectional synchronization in a client-server side manner. Especially with respect to its flexibility in defining a system and connecting simulators, the presented approach is novel compared to other publications on that matter. In contrast to traditional rigor-scripted training applications, the resulting architecture is particularly useful in the application area of resilience management training, where uncertain incorrect behaviors need to be noticed and countered.

Currently, operating parameters of the system are the result of ongoing simulations. This is where the potential of integrating sensor data through IoT devices arises. The closeness of the approach of this paper to FIWARE and its decentralized architecture can potentially enable IoT devices to be integrated (Cirillo et al. 2019) and finally visualized in virtual environments (Wu et al. 2019).

While the presented approach automates the generation of virtual environments and simulations, the modeling of components and the initial modeling of the environment to export the system specification (see step one and two in Figure 1) still needs to be done manually. To automate the modeling of new components, CAD digital models provided by manufacturing companies could be converted and integrated into the component catalog. In addition, there are efforts to provide standardized attribute descriptions of components (e.g., https://schema.org/). Using these attributes instead of defining them manually could also improve the speed at which new components could be modeled. In addition, the modular approach enables the automatic generation of system specifications using measurement processing (Aldoma et al. 2012), technical plan detection (Kong et al. 2022) or artificial intelligence.

While the demonstration system described in Section 4 is less complex than the ones existing on sites of critical infrastructure buildings, it does contain most components found in industrial hydraulic systems. Nevertheless, more tests need to be carried out to ensure its usefulness for real world applications. This includes scaling up the system as well as introducing new simulators for more functional aspects (e.g., electricity, people movements). This scaling will increase the number of component (special) types and will lead to the extension/adaptation of attributes and functions of existing components to account for new contexts. Another interesting aspect that needs more testing are the different applications themselves which will have to deal with more components and attributes, when using a more complex system.
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